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RODUCT LIST (industrial chemicals)

Established in mid-2011, PT STARIS CHEMICALS has set up full strength to capture opportunities and creating needs as a specialty
chemicals distributor and importer.
With strong, experienced and dedicated team, PT STARIS CHEMICALS perpetually keeps providing the best to support the company growth,
gaining trust from the principals and offering adding value products/services to the customers.
As an integral part of Aik Moh Paints and Chemicals Pte Ltd whom is a leading regional chemicals distributor and services company, PT
STARIS CHEMICALS vibrantly strives to complete her product lines, market/industry coverage and create more value to be the partner of
growth for the both customers and principals.

ANTIFOAM
SAG™ 622
SAG™ 4701
SAG™ 5701
SAG™ 7133
ANTIFOAM 118
ANTIFOAM 782

CHEALATING AGENT
DISSOLVINE NA
DISSOLVINE NA2
WATER CLARIFIER / DEOILER:
ALCOCLEAR™ CCP II

HYDROCARBON FLUIDS
AM ULTRE 3340S
AM ULTRE 3360S
AM ULTRE 3395S
AM HNP 120
D80

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS
COALFIRE-3000RF
DIETHYLENETRIAMINE (DETA)
DIETHYLENE GLYCOL (DEG)
DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL (DPG)
DIETHANOLAMINE (DEA)
MONOETHANOLAMINE (MEA)
MONOETHYLENE GLYCOL (MEG)
MPG-INDUSTRIAL
MPG-USP (FOOD GRADE)
MORPHOLINE
MSA LC
NONYL PHENOL ETHOXYLATES

LAB CHEMICALS
ACROS
FULLTIME
HONEYWELL
MAYBRIDGE
SCHEDELCO
TCI
THERMO FISHER

MONOMER
ACRYLIC ACID, GLACIAL
2-EHA (2ETHYLHEXYL ACRYLATE)
BUTYL ACRYLATE
METHYLMETHACRYLATE (MMA)
STYRENE MONOMER (SM)
VINYL ACETATE MONOMER (VAM)
FUNCTIONAL MONOMER (Paint, Coating, Adhesion, Hydrophilic
Polymer)
ADIPIC DIHYDRAZIDE (ADH)
DIACETONE ACRYLAMIDE (DAAM)
SILICONE OIL / PDMS
TRIAZINE
TRIETHYLENE GYLCOL (TEG)

© 2018 PT Staris Chemicals (Indonesia). To the extent the user is entitled to disclose and distribute this document, the user may forward, distribute and/or photocopy this copyright document only if unaltered
and complete, including all of its headers, footers, disclaimers and other information. We do not represent, warrant or othe rwise guarantee, expressly or impliedly, the merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, suitability, accuracy, reliability, or completeness of this information or the products, materials or processes described. The user is solely responsible for all determinations regarding any use of material
or product and any process in its territories of interest. We expressly disclaim liability for any loss, damage, or injury d irectly or indirectly suffered or incurred as a result of or related to anyone using or relying on
any of the information in this document. There is no endorsement or any product or process and we expressly disclaim any contrary implement.
We obtain our supplies of Adsee™, Agrilan™, Alcosperse™ , Aquatreat™, Armid™, Armohib™, Arquad™, Berol™ , Dissolvine™, Duomeen™, Ethoduomeen™, Ethomeen™, GT™, Morwet™, Petro™ ,
Sponto™ Witbreak™, Witcamine™, Witcolate™, Witcomul™, Witconate™, Witconic™, and Witconol™ products from Akzo Nobel. We obtain our supplies of Antifoam SAG™ and Silbreak™ products from
Momentive Performance Materials.
The trademark product names are trademarks of the respective chemical manufacturer which Staris Chemicals resells. The terms, “we”, “our”, “Staris Chemicals” are used for convenience and may include any
one or more of Staris Chemicals or any affiliates they or indirectly steward.

PT Staris Chemicals (Part of Aik Moh Group of Companies)
BSD City , Kompleks Ruko Bidex Blok G No. 21, Jl. Raya Pahlawan Seribu , Lengkong Gudang - Serpong
Tangerang Selatan 15311 – INDONESIA Website: http:// www.starischemicals.com; http:// www.aikmoh.com.sg
Tel: (62) 21 2951 3606, 2951 4016 Fax: (62) 21 5316 4431 Email: sales@starischemicals.com

